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[01-04] Choose a synonym of the underlined word.

01 Members of the academy and activist organizations mainly 
debate the complexity of the contemporary profusion of 
feminist perspectives.
① controversy ② abundance ③ clarity
④ decline ⑤ scarcity

02 During the campaign, the candidate promised to fight 
crime. But when reporters asked for details, his plan was 
nebulous - he could not say whether he would hire more 
police or support longer jail sentences.
① conservative ② neutral ③ hazy
④ concrete ⑤ reluctant

03 If separated from their smart phones, they often felt 
anxiety and depression, which hampered their sleeping 
patterns, concentration, and overall health.
① imparted ② impeached ③ impeded
④ impended ⑤ impinged

04 Over the past few years, the Indian government has 
established a contemptible pattern of defending consular 
officials accused of labor exploitation and human trafficking 
in the United States.
① contentious ② contributory ③ defensive
④ despicable ⑤ encompassing

[05- 10] Choose an antonym of the underlined word.

05 Virtue is measured by one’s approximation to proper 
class appearances. Even a simple adventure story like 
Treasure Island manifests this implicit class perspective.
① noble ② overt ③ absurd
④ tacit ⑤ inherent

06 In his recent study of the ethereal aspects of sound, 
David Toop defines sound as formlessness, a medium that 
haunts places and people.
① sublime ② divine        ③ incorporeal
④ tangible ⑤ spectral

07 The point of the chapter is that the unconscious mind 
often opposes what the conscious mind wants to do or say, 
and frequently trips it up with all kinds of evasions， 
deceits, gags, and kicks in the pants.
① confrontations ② tricks ③ facts
④ quibbles ⑤ blames

08 The ability to voluntarily delay immediate gratification， 
to tolerate self-imposed delays of reward, is at the core of 
most concepts of willpower, ego strength, and ego resilience.
① acceptance ② pleasantness ③ gratitude
④ indulgence ⑤ dissatisfaction

09 The alternative mechanism of normative morphogenesis is 
the accumulation of innovations.
① atypical ② conformist ③ customary
④ preceptive ⑤ abortive

10 An ingredient of resilience is an optimistic orientation and 
a focus on the positive on oneself and in human nature.
① convalescence ② recovery ③ recuperation
④ retrieval ⑤ stagnation

11 Choose the most logical order of the following sentences.

[A] Individuals do not always do what they are supposed 
or expected to do, and they frequently act in ways that 
disrupt the social order. 
[B] Most people comply with authority, and most societies 
do not rely on force to maintain order. 
[C] For a society to function adequately, there must be 
some conformity among its members. 
[D] In no human society does life move along in peace 
and harmony at all times. 
[E] An important basis for conformity in most societies is 
the internalization, or learning, of norms and values.

① A - B - D - C - E
② A - D - B - E - C
③ C - D - B - A - E
④ D - A - C - E - B
⑤ D - B - E - A - C

[12-21] Fill in the blanks with the best-fitting words.

12 With improved access to education and health, people see 
new opportunities for making a living and no longer consider 
children a needed insurance against        in old age.
① destitution ② detention ③ detestation
④ solidarity ⑤ solvency
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13 The symbolic nature of the arts in communication is 
related to what is undoubtedly their most important function 
— that of       . Through the arts, the beliefs, values, 
ethics, knowledge, emotions, and ideology and world view of 
a culture are expressed and communicated. The art forms of 
a society do not merely reflect culture and society. 
Participation in cultural performances fosters the unity and 
harmony of a society in a way that is intensely felt by its 
members.

① disjunction ② variation      ③ interpretation
④ segregation ⑤ integration

14 Franklin D. Roosevelt, who    New Deal programs 
in the 1930s and helped to lift the country out of the Great 
Depression, is considered one of the greatest political leaders 
in the U.S. history. This biography, however, isn’t merely 
a(n)         to him, it examines his weakness as well as the 
qualities that made him a great president.

① sponsored - elegy
② hindered - epic
③ funded - fable
④ invented - chronicle
⑤ implemented - eulogy

15 Slang is a type of language that consists of words and 
phrases that are regarded as very       and are more 
common in speech than writing. Much slang is    , but 
some words — such as phony — become part of standard 
English.

① informal - ephemeral
② unofficial - equivocal
③ casual - exemplary
④ unpretentious - indifferent
⑤ malleable - elated

16 The works of the writer lssac Asimov demonstrate that he 
had remarkably        interests; they cover practically 
every subject         , from Shakespeare to nuclear physics.

① nefarious - viable
② munificent - predictable
③ eclectic - imaginable
④ mundane - probable
⑤ partisan - inevitable

17 The historian of science and philosopher Thomas Kuhn 
argued that science usually works towards      its models, 
and reacts with ignorance when - as is often the case - the 
models do not          to reality.

① displaying - match
② impairing - react
③ verifying - reveal
④ corroborating - correspond
⑤ realizing - conform

18 Psychologists say that people taken hostage sometimes 
feel not     toward their captors but      .

① bitterness - remorse
② resentment - sympathy
③ rapport - compassion
④ fear - agony
⑤ contempt - rancor

19 In         societies, no individual or group has more 
access to resources, power, or prestige than any other. This 
does not mean that in such societies all members have equal 
prestige. In addition to age and sex differences, individual 
differences in skill at a variety of tasks will always be        
           .

① egalitarian - recognized
② equal - overlooked
③ functional - connived
④ rank - acknowledged
⑤ stratified - approved

20 Traditions, i.e. collections of objects and ideas endowed 
by people with special meaning because of their origins in 
the past, are themselves subject to      . They appear at 
certain moments, when people define certain fragments of 
the past heritage as tradition; they are modified when people 
select certain fragments of tradition for special emphasis and 
ignore others; they endure for some time and they may 
disappear when objects are abandoned and ideas rejected or 
forgotten. Traditions may also be     and reappear after 
long periods of decay.

① change - revitalized
② contrivance - restored
③ criticism - resumed
④ discovery - remembered
⑤ modification - recriminated

21 Some critics noted that a pause in global warming in the 
period since 1998 is downplayed in the IPCC 
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) report. 
However, this phenomenon has not gone on long enough to 
reflect long-term trends and can hardly be a       for 
slackening efforts to contain climate change. We should not 
let our descendants suffer the        consequences of our 
negligence.

① motivation - combined
② pretext - colossal
③ reason - scanty
④ reference - vying
⑤ threshold - sketchy
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[22-25] Choose a faulty expression among the five choices.

22 It was only ① the latest， if potentially the most 
far-reaching, of rap’s skirmishes with mainstream culture. 
As the voice of the young black male, rap ② has become a 
vivid, contentious cultural symbol. From ③ its beginnings in 
the mid-1970s, rap ④ had been met by condescension， 
rejection and outright fear from ⑤ those outside its domain.

23 Arnold’s view of culture ① has to be understood in the 
context of his time. Arnold, like other 19th century 
commentators, believed that mechanization and urbanization 
② would ③ inevitable lead to a morally ④ bankrupt society 
that would eventually collapse into ⑤ anarchy.

24 For ① much of the history of Africa we have ② virtually 
no data from which to draw ③ conclusions about family 
organization. Still, it is important to note the general pattern 
of African history in order to see the context ④ which the 
changes we describe in the ⑤ most recent century occur.

25 From the vast ① potential of emotional responses, 
cultures select out ② some that ③ considered appropriate. 
Through the details of their experience with ④ others， 
children learn to pattern their emotional responses in 
culturally ⑤ approved way.

[26-40] Answer the questions after reading the passage 
below.

26-27
 But, in a large sense, we cannot dedicate — we cannot 
consecrate — we cannot hallow — this ground. The brave 
men, living and dead, who struggled here, have 
consecrated it far above our poor power to add or detract. 
The world will little note nor long remember what we say 
here, but it can never forget what they did here. It is for 
us, the living, rather, to be dedicated here to the 
unfinished work which they who fought here have thus far 
so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated 
to the great task remaining before us — that from these 
honored dead we take increased devotion to the cause for 
which they gave their last full measure of devotion; that we 
here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died Ⓐ   

 ; that this nation under God, shall have a new 
birth of freedom; and that government of the people, by 
the people, for the people, shall not Ⓑ    from the 
earth.

- Abraham Lincoin， Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, 1863

26 Which pair best fits Ⓐ and Ⓑ?
① in vain - perish ② in disguise - flourish
③ on air - vanish ④ in the dark - thrive
⑤ on purpose - wither

27 Which of the following is true about the address above?
① It urges an end to the existing hostilities.
② It calls for a continuation of fighting for freedom.
③ It condemns the cruelty of the opponents.
④ It celebrates the victory of the war.
⑤ It emphasizes the importance of government.

28-29

 The predominant feature of market exchange is that goods 
and services are bought and sold at a money price 
determined by the Ⓐ      forces of supply and demand. 
Unlike reciprocity and redistribution, in which the social and 
political roles of those who exchange are important, a 
market exchange is Ⓐ        and occurs no matter what 
the social position of the participants. Market exchange is 
thus the most purely “economic" mode of exchange, the one 
in which participants are interested only in maximizing 
material gain. In a society integrated by the market, Ⓑ   

      .

28 Which best fits Ⓐ ?
① impartible ② impersonal ③ informal
④ partial ⑤ prejudiced

29 Which best completes Ⓑ ?
① social goals take precedence over economic ones
② social or political goals are less important than economic 

goals
③ economic differences are minimized
④ the values and solidarity of the society are reaffirmed
⑤ goods and services are exchanged

30-31

 The first detective stories, written by Edgar Allan Poe and 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, emerged in the mid-nineteenth 
century, at a time when there was an enormous public 
interest in scientific progress. The newspapers of the day 
continually publicized the latest scientific discoveries, and 
scientists were acclaimed as the heroes of the age. Poe 
and Conan Doyle shared this fascination with the 
step-by-step， logical approach used by scientists in their 
experiments, and instilled in their detective heroes 
outstanding powers of scientific reasoning. 
 The character of Sherlock Holmes， for example, 
illustrates Conan Doyle’s admiration for the scientific mind. 
In each case that Holmes investigates, he is able to use the 
most insubstantial evidence to track down his opponent. 
Using only his restless eye and ingenious reasoning 
powers, Holmes pieces together the identity of the villain 
from such unremarkable details as Ⓐ      . In fact, 
Holmes’s painstaking attention to detail often reminds the 
reader of Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of the Species, 
published some twenty years earlier.
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30 Which of the following is true about the passage above?
① Holmes’s enemies left no traces at the crime scene.
② The character of Holmes was based on Charles Darwin.
③ The emergence of detective stories is related with people’s 

fascination with science.
④ No real detectives would have been capable of solving 

Holmes's cases.
⑤ Doyle’s contemporaries were all familiar with Darwin’s 

work.

31 Which example would best fit Ⓐ?
① alibis of the suspects
② the blood type of the victim
③ the fingerprint on the door knob
④ the kind of ink used in a handwritten letter
⑤ the testimony of an eyewitness

32-34
 It is not often realized that women held a high place in 
southern European societies in the 10th and 11th 
centuries. As a wife, the woman was protected by the 
setting up of a dowry or decimum. Admittedly, the purpose 
of this was to protect her against the risk of desertion, 
but in reality its function in the social and family life of 
the time was much more important. The decimum was the 
wife’s right to receive a tenth of all her husband's 
property. The wife had the right to withhold consent, in all 
Ⓐ____ the husband would make. And more than just a 
right: the documents show that she enjoyed a real power 
of decision, equal to that of her husband.
 Women seemed perfectly prepared to defend their own 
inheritance against husbands who tried to exceed their 
rights, and on occasion they showed a fine fighting spirit. 
A case in point is that of Maria Vivas, a Catalan woman 
of Barcelona. Having agreed with her husband Miro to sell 
a field she had inherited, for the needs of the household, 
she insisted on Ⓑ_____. None being offered, she 
succeeded in dragging her husband to the Ⓒ ____ to have 
a contract duly drawn up assigning her a piece of land 
from Miro’s personal inheritance.

32 Which pair best fits Ⓐ and Ⓑ ?

① transactions - compensation
② treaties - negotiation
③ exchanges - enactment
④ dealings - settlement
⑤ auctions - indemnity

33 Choose a statement that may be inferred from the 
passage above.
① The legal standing of the wife in marriage was higher 

than that of a single woman.
② The legal standing of the wife in marriage was lower than 

that of her husband.
③ The wife received one-tenth of her husband’'s land.
④ The husband could sell his wife’s inheritance if his 

father-in-law agreed.
⑤ The wife had a powerful economic position.

34 Which profession best fits Ⓒ?
① scribe ② tinker ③ mason
④ smith ⑤ forger

35-37
Most modern phenomenologists have recognized that 
self-reports may not reveal everything important about 
behavior and may not give a complete picture of personality. 
Persons may be conscious of the reasons for their behavior 
but be unable or unwilling to report them, for example, if 
they are uncomfortable or ashamed about aspects of their 
own feelings, perceptions, and behaviors. Or they may not 
be conscious of all of their experiences, in which case they 
cannot communicate them no matter how hard they try. 
Rather than considering that as a limitation, 
phenomenologists such as Rogers focus on the person's 
frame of reference as an important vantage point for 
understanding him or her.
 The psychologist’s task is to provide conditions that are Ⓐ
______ to growth and that facilitate free exploration of 
feelings and self in a therapeutic context. This is because 
one cannot expect people to be honest about themselves 
when they fear that their statements may incriminate them 
or lead to negative decisions about their future. In order to 
become more aware of and articulate private feeling， one 
needs an unthreatening atmosphere that reduces anxieties 
and inhibitions, and Ⓑ______ self-disclosure. 
Phenomenologically oriented psychologists therefore try to 
create conditions of acceptance, warmth, and empathy in 
which the individual may feel more at ease for open 
self-exploration. These conditions of acceptance are 
illustrated vividly in “client-centered" therapy. Rogerians use 
the interview to observe how the individual interprets himself 
and his experiences, Ⓒ______ the validity of the data he 
provides.

35 Choose a statement that may be inferred from the 
passage above.
① Self-reports reveal everything important about personality 

characteristics.
② Persons are conscious of all of their experiences.
③ Meditation is a method to enhance self-awareness.
④ Healthy personality is attained by concealing personal 

genuineness.
⑤ Psychologists use the interview to explore the person’s 

self-concepts.

36 Which pair best fits Ⓐ and Ⓑ ?
① concrete - encourages
② conductive - discourages
③ conducive - fosters
④ helpful - precludes
⑤ modal - daunts

37 Which best fits Ⓒ?
① according to
② at the cost of
③ in spite of
④ regardless of
⑤ with respect to
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38-40

 Words, being but symbols by which people express their 
ideas, are an accurate measure of the range of their 
thoughts at any given time. Words obviously designate the 
things a culture knows, and just as obviously the 
vocabulary of a language must keep pace with the advance 
of the culture’s knowledge. The date when a new word 
enters the language is in general the date when the object, 
experience, observation, or whatever it is that calls it forth 
has entered public consciousness. Thus with a work like 
the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), which furnishes us 
with Ⓐ    quotations showing when the different 
meanings of every word have arisen and when new words 
first appear in the language, we could almost write the 
history of civilization merely from linguistic evidence.

38 What is the most appropriate title of the passage above?

① Changes of Meaning
② Dictionaries of New Words
③ Influences Affecting the Language
④ Language as a Mirror of Progress
⑤ Sources of New Words

39 Which best fits Ⓐ?

① dated ② exact ③ latest
④ unusual ⑤ written

40 Choose a statement that is not related to the content of 
the passage above.

① The Latin prefix pre- is used in such words as prenatal, 
preschool, prehistoric, and preregistration.
② The word emancipation and abolitionist have specific 
meanings connected with the Americans' efforts to abolish 
slavery in the Civil War.
③ About 1910, people began talking about the futurist and 
the postimpressionist art and the Freudian in psychology.
④ The 1972 supplement to the OED includes credit card, 
ecosystem, and convenience foods.
⑤ At the turn of the twentieth century, we get the word 
questionnaire.

[41-50] Select the most appropriate word from the box 
below. A word can be used only once.

⓵ absolute ② adherence ③ adulation ④ dominant
⑤ empirical ⑥ euphoric ⑦ exotic ⑧ impervious
⑨ inference ⑩ irreducible ⑪ logic ⑫ ontological
⑬ poignant ⑭ reproach ⑮ ritual ⑯ soporific
⑰ sporadic ⑱ susceptible ⑲ vacuum ⑳ web

41 The opening chapters of this novel boast some of the 
wittiest, most _____ and sharply intelligent comic prose in 
the English literature.

42 Billy finds nothing more _____ than reading classics; he’s 
usually asleep before the end of the first chapter.

43 The director was overjoyed after she won the _____ from 
the public for her latest film.

44 The established elite can be characterized by their dogged 
______ to old-school conventions in the face of a changing 
world.

45 Kant explored the ______ proof of the existence of God in 
his philosophy. He maintained that if we are able to imagine 
a being as perfect as God, then he must exist.

46 A study suggests that vitamin E supplements may be good 
for some Alzheimer’s patients after all. The benefit was not 
huge, but for a devastating disease that has proved almost 
______ to treatment, it was notable.

47 Where science provides explanations that are open to new data 
and explicitly acknowledges a possibility of various alternatives, 
religious systems tend not to be open to _____ testing.

48 A subculture is a system of perceptions, values, beliefs, 
and customs that are significantly different from those of the 
______ culture.

49 The relation between the two languages in the district 
settled by the Danes is a matter of ______ rather than exact 
knowledge.

50 Human actors and their actions do not exist in a(n) 
______, but rather in a context of wider social wholes.


